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Abstract
The negative impacts of particulate matter emissions on human
health and the environment are serious concern in developing
next-generation diesel engines. Measurements of exhaust soot
level and particle size distribution have been widely used to
investigate this issue. In-cylinder soot volume fraction
measurement using an optical engine and laser-based diagnostics
has been another approach to understand diesel soot formation
details. None of these measurements however provide important
details of size, shape and structure of soot particles that are in the
formation stage inside the engine cylinder. To bridge this gap, we
performed a direct sampling of soot particles from reacting diesel
jet using thermophoretic principle. The transmission electron
microscope images were further analysed to obtain the number,
projection area and radius of gyration of soot particles. The fuel
injection pressure was selected as a parameter of interest to test
this newly developed sampling technique. The in-cylinder soot
particle images showed that both the amount and size of soot
particles decrease with increasing injection pressure, consistent
with the findings from optical/laser-based soot data in the
previous studies. This result suggests that a well-known trend of
decreasing exhaust soot with increasing injection pressure is a
result of decreased in-cylinder soot formation.
Introduction

A thermophoretic sampling and subsequent transmission electron
microscope (TEM) analysis has been widely used in open flame
burners [4,5,11] for morphological analysis of soot particles. This
sampling technique has been applied to the diesel exhaust and
unveiled size distribution and structural details of soot particles
[9,10,12]. However, it is still a question whether the soot
particles sampled from the exhaust would be the same as soot
produced inside the cylinder. Measurements of soot at the
exhaust cannot tell much about how the soot formation occurred
within the reacting diesel jet. That is because there are long and
complex pathways until the soot particles formed within the
reacting jet reach the exhaust pipe, such as in-flame soot
oxidation, in-cylinder-flow-driven late-cycle soot burn-out, a
potential dilution with oil, and deposition on the surface of the
combustion chamber and exhaust valves and pipes.
To address this issue, we recently performed a direct soot
sampling from the reacting jet in a constant-volume combustion
chamber simulating practical diesel-engine-like environments
[1,6,7]. Interesting findings for in-flame soot formation details
that could not be obtained from other approaches were presented.
These include size and fractal dimension of soot particles, and a
correspondence between the soot volume fraction and particle
shapes. In this study, we further expand our knowledge on the incylinder soot particles by applying a similar thermophoretic soot
sampling technique in an actual diesel engine.

Diesel engines are widely used in both stationary and mobile
applications, especially where high torque is needed. It is
considered to be one of the most efficient and reliable power
trains among existing technologies. However, the particulate
matter (PM) emitted from diesel engines has a negative impact
on human health and the environment. Therefore, over the past
two decades, emissions regulations for diesel engines have
required a reduction of diesel PM emissions by a factor of 30.
Consequently, diesel PM has become and will be the major
concern in developing next-generation diesel engines.

TEM imaging and subsequent image analysis yield the number
and size of soot particles. The same sampling and image analysis
was repeated for various pressure drops across the injector nozzle
(i.e. injection pressure). The injection pressure was selected as a
parameter of interest because there is a well-known trend of
decreasing soot levels with increasing injection pressure and
therefore can serve as a good test case for the newly developed
soot sampling technique.

Carbon soot particles are the major components of diesel PM,
which also provides the base for other toxic substances to
condense on. As a result, soot particles have become of high
interests in reducing the total diesel PM emissions. Various
experimental methodologies have been attempted to measure
diesel soot particles. The mobility sizer is the most popular tool
to characterise the number and size distribution (i.e. mobility
diameter) of soot particles in the exhaust. However, this
technique has been criticised for introducing potential errors due
to its inability to differentiate complex particle shapes [2]. Its
application is also limited to the exhaust soot particles only.
Laser-based diagnostics for optical thickness (KL value) or soot
volume fraction of reacting diesel jet is another approach to
clarify in-cylinder soot process [6-8]. However, the optical
measurements cannot provide detailed information about the size,
shape and structure of in-cylinder diesel soot particles.

A single-cylinder direct-injection diesel engine was used to
perform thermophoretic soot sampling directly from the diesel
flame. The engine was operated using a conventional ultra-low
sulfur diesel with cetane number of 46. The fuel was delivered by
a Bosch common-rail system. Detailed engine specifications are
listed in table 1.

Experiments

A schematic of the experimental setup is illustrated in figure 1.
The engine is optically accessible for various imaging diagnostics
and laser-based measurements via quartz windows in the cylinder
liner. For this study, one of these windows was replaced with a
metal dummy window to adopt an in-cylinder soot sampling
probe. An in-house designed soot sampling probe was fixed on
this side dummy window where a 3-mm-diameter TEM grid
made of carbon-coated copper layers with 400 meshes was held.
To allow the soot sampling probe to be exposed to the reacting
diesel jet, some section of the piston-bowl rim was removed

Engine speed

Engine Specifications
Displacement volume

498 cc

Bore

83 mm

Stroke

92 mm

Compression ratio

15.21

Swirl ratio

1.4
Fuel Injection System

Type

Nozzle type

1
Hydro-grounded,K1.5/86
134 μm

Nozzle diameter
Hydraulic fuelling rate

400 cc / 30 s @10 MPa
150o

Included angle

Table 1. Engine Specifications
Single-hole
Injector

Pressure
Sensor
Exhaust Valve

Intake Air
Temperature
Control System

Dummy Window

Intake Valve

Modified Piston

Cylinder Liner
Wall
Temperature
Control
System

Soot Sampling Probe
Injector Nozzle

TEM Grid

Diesel Jet Flame

Wall (coolant ) temperature

90℃

Intake air temperature
Injection timing
Injection pressure

28℃
7.7 oCA

bTDC

70 ~ 160 MPa

Injected fuel mass per cycle

9 mg

Number of sampling cycles

5

Bosch common-rail

Number of holes

Common Rail
Injection System

1200 rpm

Bowl-rim Cut-out

Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of the diesel engine used in this study and
in-flame soot sampling system.

shown as a bowl-rim cut-out region in figure 1. The position of
the sampling probe was constrained by the fast-moving engine
parts including the piston and intake/exhaust valves and therefore
was fixed throughout the experiments. A seven-hole conventional
injector was also modified so that only one hole remained open to
create a diesel jet flame directed toward the sampling probe.
Since the sampling probe and the grid were an order of
magnitude cooler than the sooting flame, the soot particles would
be deposited on the surface of the TEM grid and a sudden
quenching of soot formation and oxidation processes would
occur similar to refs. [1,6,7]. Considering the position of the
TEM grid and diesel flame development at a selected engine
condition, it was anticipated that the sampled soot particles
would be dominated by mature soot particles and partially
oxidised soot particles with limited chance of having soot precursors deposited on the grid 0.
Engine operating conditions are listed in table 2. The sampling
experiments were conducted at a fixed engine speed of 1200
revolutions per minute (rpm) controlled by an electric motor. The
injection pressure was varied from 70 to 160 MPa while all other
conditions were held constant. The injection timing was fixed at
7.7 crank angle degrees before top dead centre (°CA bTDC). It

Table 2. Engine Operating Conditions

should be noted that soot loading on TEM grid could be varied
with injected fuel mass and the number of sampling cycles. In
order to collect sufficient number of soot particles for statistical
analysis, more injected mass and higher number of sampling
cycles was preferred. However, the grid can be over-populated
with a potential issue of artificial particle agglomeration. From a
series of preliminary tests, these were optimised for the injected
fuel mass of 9 mg per cycle and 5 sampling cycles. This means
once the sampling probe was positioned inside the engine
cylinder, the engine was motored at a fixed speed of 1200 rpm
until 9-mg of diesel was injected at each engine cycle for 5 times
while the soot particles were sampled during these 5 combustion
events. The combustion conditions were monitored by measuring
in-cylinder pressure using a pressure transducer (Kistler 6056A)
with acquisition at every 0.072°CA. After 5 firing cycles, the
injection was ceased and the engine was set back to the motored
mode before the engine was fully stopped for collecting the TEM
grid. During the engine operation, the cylinder wall temperature
was fixed at 90°C using a water temperature controller and
circulator.
A transmission electron microscope (JEOL 1400) with a point
resolution of 0.38 nm and an accelerating voltage of 120 kV was
used to analyse sampled soot particles. A CCD camera with a
resolution of 11 mega pixels was used to digitise magnified soot
particle images. For each TEM grid, seven different grid
positions were imaged considering the variations in sampled soot
particles depending on the grid position. The TEM magnification
was set at 50,000 to obtain a good balance between the number
of particles per image and image quality for post-processing.
These TEM images were then analysed using a Matlab-based
image processing software for soot particle boundary detection,
similar to refs. [1,6,7]. From this analysis, we obtained the
projected area of soot samples, the number of particles, and
particle radius of gyration.
Results and Discussions
The 5-cycle-averaged in-cylinder pressure traces and the
corresponding apparent heat release rates (aHRR) for all fuel
injection pressures tested in this study are shown in figure 2.
These pressure traces were recorded for the same engine cycles
of the soot sampling. Well-known trends are found from these
traces such as decreasing ignition delay and increasing peak incylinder pressure with increasing injection pressure. The peak
aHRR appears to be similar for the injection pressures higher
than 100 MPa, which is higher than that of 70 MPa condition.
Since the injected fuel mass was fixed, the observed trends were
results of increased fuel-air mixing prior to the ignition (i.e.
enhanced pre-combustion mixing) due to enhanced air
entrainment. This increase in premixed combustion causes less
soot formation with a chance of higher nitrogen oxide (NOx)
formation, which is known as the soot-NOx trade-off.
An expected trend of decreasing soot with increasing injection
pressure [3] is well reflected in selected TEM images shown in
figure 3. The images demonstrate marked changes in the shape
and structure of the diesel soot particles depending on the

injection pressure. The irregularity in shapes and fractal-like
structures are not much different to those sampled in a constant
volume chamber [1,5] or exhaust pipes [7-9]. However, soot
particles sampled at lower injection pressure are larger than those
for higher injection pressures and exhibit mature soot structures
with distinct chain-like or grape-like shapes. Gigantic soot
particles that are larger than the size of the scale bar (200 nm) are
easily seen in the image for 70 MPa condition (figure 3a). From
visual inspections, the number of particles appears to increase
and then decrease with increasing injection pressure.

The first noticeable trend from figure 4 is image-to-image
fluctuations. These spatial variations could be due to different
exposure of the TEM grid to the sooting flame or random

deposition of soot particles depending on the location on the
TEM grid. While these variations are unavoidable and somewhat
large for some cases, an overall trend is consistent with the
observations from the images in figure 3. In other words, the
number of soot particles increases with increasing injection
pressure up to 100~130 MPa and then decreases as the injection
pressure further increases to 160 MPa. This trend was explained
by the complexity of soot formation that is varied with the
injection pressure. More specifically, the soot nucleation, the
particle surface growth and agglomeration would all be inhibited
by high injection pressure due to enhanced fuel-air mixing as
well as a limited particle residence time [8]. For instance, the
number of particles for 160-MPa case is lower than that for 70MPa case although less agglomeration is anticipated. This
suggests the reduction of soot nucleation (or inception). For 100MPa injection pressure, the soot nucleation should not be as high
as at 70 MPa condition leading to lower number of particles.
However, more dominant effect of limited residence time would
suppress those particles to agglomerate and grow into larger sizes,
resulting in higher number of particles. In contrast to the number
of particles, the soot projection area (i.e. total amount of soot

Figure 2. Average in-cylinder pressure and apparent heat release rate
traces versus crank angle degree after the top dead centre (oCA aTDC)
for various pressure drops across the nozzle (i.e. injection pressures).

Figure 4. Number of soot particles (top) and projected soot area (bottom)
per each TEM image for various injection pressures. Error bars were
estimated at 95% confidence for normal distribution.

To specify these visual inspections, the number of soot particles
and soot projection area are plotted in figure 4. As mentioned
previously, multiple areas in the TEM grid were imaged. The
image processing was repeated for all TEM images and the
results are shown as grey circles in figure 4. Those corresponding
to the selected TEM images shown in figure 3 are marked as red
circles.

(a) 70 MPa

(b) 100 MPa

(c) 130 MPa

(d) 160 MPa

200 nm

200 nm

200 nm

200 nm

Figure 3. Transmission electron microscope images of the sampled soot particles for various injection pressures. Shown at the bottom-left corner of each
image is a 200-nm scale bar.

particles) shows a linear decrease with increasing injection
pressure. This is consistent with an expected trend of an overall
reduction in soot formation with increasing injection pressure.
Another interesting observation from the TEM images in figure 3
was a smaller particle size at higher injection pressure. This was
quantified by measuring the radius of gyration of soot particles.
From the TEM images, a total number of 4163 soot particles
were processed to obtain a probability density function of radius
of gyration as shown in figure 5. For each injection pressure, the
mean radius of gyration and an uncertainty range are also noted.
Radius of gyration does decrease with increasing injection
pressure, suggesting suppressed particle growth and
agglomeration. A likelihood of observing gigantic soot particles
decreases drastically as the injection pressure exceeds 100 MPa.
One noticeable finding from figure 5 is that the radius of gyration
is nearly the same for 130 and 160 MPa cases despite less
number of particles as well as lower projection area (from figure
4) for 160-MPa data. This suggests very limited nucleation of
soot particles at this highest injection pressure of the given
common-rail system.
Conclusions
Soot particles were sampled directly from reacting diesel jet in an
automotive-size diesel engine using an in-flame soot sampling
probe and transmission electron microscope grid. The TEM
images were post-processed to obtain the number of soot
particles, projection area, and radius of gyration for various
injection pressures. The major conclusions from this study can be
drawn as follows:
1.

2.

A direct soot sampling from diesel flame in an engine is
successfully performed. The obtained soot particles exhibit
similar shapes and structures of those sampled from diesel
exhaust streams and constant-volume combustion chamber
at a similar condition.
A well-known diesel soot reduction with high injection
pressure is reproduced in soot particle data. The decreased
projection area and radius of gyration of soot particles
suggest that the low exhaust soot level at high injection
pressure condition is a result of decreased in-cylinder soot
formation.

3.

Up to a certain point, the number of particles increases with
increasing injection pressure although both the projection
area and radius of gyration decrease. This result implies that
the agglomeration and growth of soot particle play a key
role in determining the total number of soot particles.
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